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Cross Stream

Challenge

A Funtastic Flexible
Paddlesport Challenge
Introduction
We all know that bad habits are hard to break. Therefore it
follows that participants need to develop high quality skills
right from the beginning of learning a sport. The saying,
“practice makes perfect” is not always true, but “practice
makes permanent” is! Varied experiences should be used to
help participants develop adaptable skills that they can then
use when faced with new challenges. The BCU Cross Stream
Challenge embraces these concepts and is designed to
provide paddlers with varied activities whilst providing
coaches with a tool to help them introduce and develop
quality Paddlesport skills.

Aims
To develop and challenge young people’s boat handling skills
and develop strokes and moves, blending Slalom, Freestyle,
Polo, with a touch of Wild Water and Flat Water Racing and
maybe a bit of Surf. The Cross Stream Challenge has been
designed around the BCU Long Term Paddler Development
Programme, offering something for everyone. What underpins
the Challenge is the total flexibility in its delivery, focusing on
the paddler, not just the boat. The challenge will help to provide
paddlers with skill development based around a predetermined
course in a managed and measured environment. The
Challenge will fully open the doors of our sport for all paddlers,
providing an opportunity to experience the many different
disciplines and helping coaches spot where an individual is
most motivated.

Safety

Suggested Age/Gender Groups

The Cross Stream Starter Challenges are designed to be
flexible and easy to use so check out your standard site risk
assessment, and amend accordingly. A warm up should be
completed before and a warm down after the session.

Under 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 23, 35,Over 35,
40, 45, 55, 60, 65+. Age Groups for a competition could
be based on 1st January, age on the day of the event or
1st September. Girls/Boys/Female/Male.

Dimensions

Boat Choice

All gates/poles are ideally hung at least 20 cm above the
surface of the water, how high is up to you. The gates or
buoys could be 1m – 2m wide. The limbo gates could be set
0.5m – 1m high. To help paddlers as they tackle the Challenge,
gates/buoys can be coloured blue, green, red, purple and
yellow or numbered. Remember all dimensions will depend on
the operating environment, the type of boats and the ability and
needs of the paddlers.

K1, C1, C2, Open boat single, double, Sit on, inflatable
– just add more boat classes to meet needs, Slalom,
Freestyle, Polo, WWR, Flat Water Racers and so on.

Where can I deliver the Challenge?
The Challenge has been designed to ﬁt into a variety of
environments that developing paddlers and clubs typically
access. This could be a swimming pool, pond, canal or river.
The challenge has the flexibility to be adapted for use on your
local stretch of water.

How does it work?

• Try a Challenge backwards
• Eyes shut on part of the Challenge
• Time the Challenge, and then add penalties
• Make up your own Challenge
• Ask the paddlers to devise a new Challenge
• Try different boats/paddles
• Limbos try passing the paddle over

A Challenge designed for two or more paddlers to paddle
together over the same course. Age group, gender and boat
class may be mixed to meet needs. Head-to-Head: Some of
the Challenges will allow two boats (or teams) on the water at
the same time. First team across the line is the winner.

Equipment

Developing the challenge

Any Canoe or Kayak will do; single or double.You will also need
5 sets of slalom gates and 3 lines or, 5 sets of buoys if you
cannot hang slalom gates.

If you are timing the Challenge, then the best run will count for
the result. In the event of a tie, then second best run would
determine the winner. Time penalties for hitting the gates/buoys
or not completing the tasks can be used, but are not essential.

washers
(weight)

• Change the pole height. Do the poles/gates have to be
the same height?

Each Challenge has that little extra that will make a difference
when you really need to make that move happen. Any age
group can undertake the Challenge - who said adults can’t
have fun?! When it comes to deciding which boat to use don’t
be shy, try something different and rise to the Challenge in both
canoe and kayak.

When running a Cross Stream Challenge session, the
recommended qualiﬁcation is BCU Level 1 Coach under
guidance, or BCU Level 2 Coach or above. This will also
depend on the environment that you have chosen to deliver the
Challenge and the ability of the paddlers.

Insulating
foam

• Change the width of the gates, change the distance
between gates

• Use video to help with feedback

Team event

Plastic pipe

Development ideas

Just choose the Challenge that best suits your paddlers’ needs.

Who can deliver the Challenge?

How to make your own
floating poles

• How about a relay race?
Or a Team race (follow the leader)
• Pass the paddle around the outside of the poles
• No paddles
• One paddler has their eyes shut the other paddler is
the guide. Then swap over roles.
• Add a roll!
• Remove the tasks and create a slalom course
• Kayaks, paddle only on one side, then change side
• Canoes, paddle on non favoured side
• Begin the Challenge as paddler gets into boat

All materials can bought from
your local builders/plumbers
merchants
• 2 lengths of plastic waste
pipe, approx 15mm
diameter and 2.4m in length
• Some large washers
(to act as a weight)
approx 20 (2 for each pole)
• A length of pipe insulating
foam to ﬁt a 15mm pipe
• 10 X 290mm cable ties

string

• Old half bricks or similar
sort of weight
brick
with wire
attached

• Wire to attach to bricks
• Plenty of bailer twine or
string/rope

Instructions
Cut the plastic pipe into 60cm or slightly longer lengths.
Attach one or two washers (weights) to one end (drill a hole
and attach with a cable tie). Then cut a short length of insulating
foam – you will have to experiment how much foam you need
by floating the pole with insulating foam held lightly in place in
a barrel of water. Too much foam and the weight isn’t heavy
enough to cause the pole to float vertically – too little and the
pole does not float above the surface!!
Then drill hole through the brick. Attach a length of wire to make
a loop. Tie brick with wire loop via string to pole and you have
your anchor for the pole. Just ensure you do not drop brick in
too deep a water, as the whole lot will sink without trace!!!
10 poles cost about £15 and should take no longer than
a couple of hours to construct.

Are Buoys the answer?

• Ask the paddlers to coach each other

A buoy attached to a length of rope or cable, anchored by a
weight, can be a very useful alternative to using Slalom type
poles or floating gates. The course can then be easily adjusted
to suit the needs of the group.

• For the Hot Shot experiment with different
size/shaped balls

youth@bcu.org.uk hold a stock of buoys, contact us for
more information.

• Finish Challenge as the paddler exits the boat,
onto dry land!

• Dribble the ball both sides of the boat
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Suspending poles

over water

These single poles can create speciﬁc and fun challenge for any
canoeist. One step further is to use slalom gates with two poles
per gate. Wider than slalom gates helps the beginner take the
paddles through the gate.
Best for the temporary hanging of poles across rivers is baler
twine used as the BEARER.

Tips on choosing braid
Good quality alternatives are 8 plait Polyester or
Polypropylene. www.englishbraids.com

• Regularly and successfully used for bearers is 3mm.
These cords all braided.

Be sensible:

• Can be used as bearers is 2 - 2.5 mm but unlikely
to be prestretched. Can be ‘bouncy’.

Canoeist taking baler twine across the
river needs to hold it with a loose grip for quick release.

Top Tip:

Baler twine held loosely under the hand on
the paddle shaft and then behind the paddler under the arm
works well.

Take care:

Sap from trees rises just beneath the bark
and injury to the bark can prove to be terminal to the tree.

Top tip: Use the baler twine from the centre of the ball.
NEED: To dispose of wasted material in an environmentally
acceptable manner.Best for the temporary hanging of poles
across rivers is baler twine used as the BEARER.

When tieing direct to a tree take a complete wrap round for
friction to take the load, half hitch then a quick release half hitch.

LOW RES
IMAGE
Half hitch

LOW RES
IMAGE

Stage 1. Take a wrap round.
Friction offers control.

A cable tie perhaps, but can melt
when whizzed across!
OR: use a loop of cord thus allowing
you to lengthen the pole.
You need the bearer high enough not
to be touched by paddles – say 5ft
above the water.

Slalom gates are suspended from
the bearer on a STRETCHER made
of wood. For ﬁttings try…
www.elizatinsley.co.uk or
www.sea-sure.co.uk
To the left is one end of a wood
stretcher (curly wire ﬁxing) with a pole
attached. Note this pole is shortened
for the photo and has ‘friction
adjustment’.
Not so clever in this case because
the pole hangs crooked.

• Care for your
environment.
Last thing we
need is garrotted
trees!
• Never wrap cord/
twine round a
hand, wrist or
ﬁnger

Here’s a posh one with a
Wichard sailing clip used.
A 50mm carbine with an
eye is good for this task.

Curly wire ﬁxings can be quite easily made – quick too.

Pre-form the (fence)
galvanised wire. Drill holes
in stretcher.

LOW RES
IMAGE

Here’s another idea for tensioning
a bearer and making it softer on
the bark of the tree. Use a canoe
tie on strap.

pull in the slack at stage 1 to the left.

Insert. Bend in the curly bit
using some round rod.

Carefully made they don’t
ever break down!
2:1 tensioning

Can’t beat these 180º bent or the curly wire ﬁxings above.
Both ﬁttings lasts forever! Use either curly wire or 180º bent ﬁxing – not both!

Stage 2. Tie off - friction
takes the strain.

Top tip: Keep temporary knots simple
Top tip: Easy tensioning – pull the bow’ string and then

112208 BCU Cross Stream Challeng6-7 6-7

Simplest of all a hole
through the pole.

Remember...

then a quick release half hitch

A good technique is to take the bearer over a branch and secure to a lower branch.
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• Superior is 4mm – used in Nottingham and works
well with ‘clamcleats’. Long lasting.

Available in twin packs ( 3 miles of it ) from Farmers’ Suppliers.
If out of season ask the Suppliers to phone their branches.

Complete wrap round

Single plastic plumbing poles make for cheap and easy
construction and really helpful in temporary situations.

LOW RES
IMAGE

2:1 tensioning

Make 180 degree bend U
then drill the holes to match
the U shape.

Now bend over the ends to
secure the ﬁtting. Whack the
ends over with a hammer!

Wichard clip pictured. A
50mm carbine hook with
eye is good kit.

This one is similar in army
webbing complete with ﬁttings
from the Army Surplus store in
Nottingham.
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Cross Stream

Starter
Sta
ter

X Factor Part 1 and 2
4

3

Spin City Part 1 and 2

4

3

4

3

Hot Shot

3

Limbo

Shoot ball
over gate
2&5

6

2&5
Spin Gate

2&5

1

1

6

6

1

2

3

Limbo

Collect 1st ball and dribble
2&5

2&5
Spin Gate

1

Limbo

3

4

4

5
Limbo

6

1&7
Finish
Shoot for
goal over gate

6

4

1&6

2nd ball

delivered
by a pass

Technical aims

Technical aims

Technical aims

Technical aims

Being able to get your boat where you want it is pretty generic
to all Paddlesport disciplines – whether it is the eddy above
a waterfall, blocking an opponent in polo, coming into a
portage, or through a series of gates in slalom. Accuracy,
manoeuvrability and mastering steering techniques are all
good aims for the X Factor course.

Spinning the boat is a pretty essential skill for all short boats
– whether they dream of flat-spinning down the face of a green
wave, completing a super tight stagger section on a slalom
course or changing direction on the polo pitch. You’d hope that
there aren’t too many spins down a regatta course but Spin
City can still help with boat manoeuvrability. Body rotation, an
awareness of what the back of the boat is doing and timing are
all key concepts that can be explored.

Polo may be the only Paddlesport discipline that uses a
ball but that doesn’t mean Hot Shot is just for budding polo
players. Balls cab be used for all sorts of canoe games - it’s
amazing how as soon as a ball is introduced, worries about
wobbly boats, going in a straight line etc can be all a sudden
forgotten. As with all the X Stream Challenges, being able to
control the boat around this wiggly course will help to improve
manuverability.

Upper body flexibility is pretty essential for all Paddlesports
- particulaly modern freestyle, ducking off the poles in slalom,
reaching back to throw a ball into the back of the goal or
even learning to roll. And besides, limbo challenges are
always good fun.

• Putting a clock against the paddler certainly adds
motivation to some paddlers and a little bit of pressure
tests whether they have really grasped good techniques.

Progressions

Progressions

• What happens if you use a bit of edge?

• Try doing the course backwards! Or with only one blade.

• Who can dip their stern down?

• You could set the course on a site with a bit of flow to
gain conﬁdence with edge control.

• Is it best to use forwards or reverse sweep strokes or a
combination of the two? What about bow rudders?

• You could try making the goal higher or smaller for
competent shooters. Or you could move the goal-line
back to see who can throw the furthest.

• You could move the gates closer together to create more
of a wiggle test.

• If it’s too easy, see if they can do it just as quick without
hitting the poles or buoys.

• If there is a current, is it quicker to turn clockwise
or anti-clockwise?

• Timing until a goal has been scored gives paddlers an
incentive to be accurate at throwing.

Hot tips for coaches

• You could add a hanging ball, or lift one of the poles up for
them to try and ‘splat’ with their bow.

Hot tips for coaches

• Use the X Factor to develop sweep strokes, bow rudders
or even the use of a rudder in a sprint boat.

Hot tips for coaches

• You do not need access to a polo goal – a rubber ring, a
barrel; an empty boat will all make adequate targets.

• Like the X Factor TV program, you could get the kids to
vote for the paddler with the best style in each round
– it may take the emphasis off speed.

• There are at lots of different ways of going backwards
through the spin gate working towards a full or partial spin
in either direction, before, on or after the gate– see if they
can ﬁgure out the most efﬁcient way.

• Try to encourage paddlers to use their entire upper body
when throwing, bringing their arm right back – and not
just using their wrist.

Progressions

• Spinning in a boat is very similar to a ballerina pirouetting.
So that she does not fall over she will focus on the
audience as she turns and whips her head round at
the last possible minute. Try and get the paddlers to focus
on the poles all the time as they are spinning.
• Encourage paddlers to use their body and head when
spinning and not just their arms and paddles.
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• A goalkeeper could be introduced.

• Have plenty of Polo balls!

Progressions
• An obvious progression is to keep lowering the limbo.

• Try the course backwards, with only one blade ….
Use your imagination!
• Let each paddler make one rule up of their own – remind
them that the ‘suggesters testers’ rule applies before they
dream up something too hideous.

Hot tips for coaches
• If you haven’t got time to make a limbo gate
– sit alongside one of the gates and stick out your
paddle – easy!
• You can use the limbo section to work on stern rudders.
• If you have a range of ages in your group, you’ll ﬁnd
that the Limbo levels out the age gap and will provide
challenging Paddlesport fun for all.

• Ball collected from floating or observer/coach can deliver.
• Observer or coach or other boat can defend the
ﬁnal shot.
• 2nd ball – dribble and shoot with no paddle.
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Cross Stream

Starter
Sta
ter
Technical aims

Hot Seat
This may be better suited to
a swimming pool environment
Blue Team
start here

Change
paddler

Progressions

Then continue until all
the team have had a go
Red Team
start here

To enable paddlers to learn the skills required to launch a boat,
paddle to a ﬁxed point and to exit the boat. – pretty essential
for budding Marathon paddlers but also useful skills for river
trips when there may not be anyone round to hold the boat.
A team relay environment adds a bit more fun to the challenge.

Change
paddler
Then continue until all
the team have had a go

These courses may be better suited to
an inland water environment

• Exit boat then paddler runs around a ﬁxed point, before
next paddler’s turn.
• The distance used could be decided by the coach on a
formal basis, or the students could be set challenges.

The Cross Stream Mover uses varied
challenges to develop generic skills
through experiences that can be used
across any discipline. The different
disciplines of our sport can be used to
test paddlers in a range of ways that
will help them develop their overall
paddling skills.

For example, whilst the polo challenge may develop a few
skills that the paddler could take into a polo game if that’s
what they wanted to do, they would also develop a range
of skills that would help them in any aspect of the sport.
The quick sprints would help a river paddler catch a wave;
the development of peripheral vision would help paddlers
look out for each other etc. They are also great fun and
provide a new and exciting challenge for paddlers who may
be ready for an injection of something different into their
regular paddling sessions!
Just look and the amazing variety of the Mover Challenges,
make your choice, and let the Challenge begin.

• Canoe paddlers, or kayak paddlers using a short single
blade, can also navigate the course.

Can Carve

Duel Sprint

Sideways Hit

Nail the Turn

Zig Zag

• Try the Challenge in a range of different boats,
including crew boats.

Take the Plunge

Head-to- Head

Triple Pivot

Figure of 8

Catching a Wave

Squirt Session

Hoop of Doom

Super Stagger

Shimmy Stars

Skidding Out

Wheel Away

The Squeeze

Spin Reverse

Back 2 Front

Magic 8 Ball

Chicane

Get Set

Paddle Out

Race Against Time

About Turn

• Try the Challenge in a range of different bank-side
environments.
• Limited on space? Then use the same start/ﬁnish point.
• Try the exercises in both directions.

112208 BCU Cross Stream Challeng10-11 10-11

Mover
Challenges

• Make sure paddlers attempt entry and exit on both sides.

Hot tips for coaches

10

Cross Stream
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Cross Stream

Mover
Polo

When considering canoe polo as it
is learnt, played and enjoyed we can
identify several areas of skill which can
be practiced in isolation.

Race Against Time

The difﬁculty of the exercises varies, so that hopefully there is
something to interest players of a great variety of temperaments
and abilities. Some exercises can be seen as more challenging
than others because they combine a greater number of areas of
skill. At the highest level of difﬁculty they will involve some kind
of decision making and interaction with other players.
Of course, the difﬁculty of the exercises, or the form they take,
can easily be modiﬁed as appropriate.
This might involve:
• Including a competitive element or going against the clock.
• Adding or removing a skill like a 360˚ turn.
• Altering the distance for passes, shots and sprints.
• Playing with or without blockers and a goal keeper.
spinning and not just their arms and paddles.

Hoop of Doom!
2

2

Boat skills, Passing, Shooting, Tackling,
Goal-keeping, Blocking and Rolling
(especially hand rolling).
The exercises outlined here attempt to provide opportunities
to practice and improve these skills in an interesting way, often
including an element of competition. Hours of static passing
or pass and move with no particular design can be useful
but can become dull and fail to hold peoples’ attention. This
is particularly for people who just starting out in the sport.
This fact, and the obvious beneﬁts of combining such skills
in challenging ways as will be required in competition, will
hopefully make these exercises useful.

Head-to-Head

1

Shoot ball
through hoop

Shoot for goal
over gate
1

1

1

2

2

Description

Description

Description

The player must sprint around the perimeter of the group whilst
the team passes the ball. The team passes the ball from the
centre-player out to the side-players and back.The player must
complete the sprint around the edge before the ball has been
around the group a set number of times.

One player from each team sprints from one gate to the other
before turning to the centre of the pitch to compete for the ball.
The winner then shoots at the goal.

This is essentially just a relay race between two teams but the
inclusion of hoop suspended above the water makes it a bit
more exciting and challenging. Really, there is very little ‘doom’
involved.

Technical Aim

Improve boat speed and control and to improve on 50/50
challenges.

To improve and develop the speed and accuracy of passing,
sprinting speed, catching and flexibility of the middle player.

Progressions

Progressions
• Vary the distance between players and the centre.
• Players take turns to sprint and pass from the outside and
centre.
• Use left/right hand to throw and catch. Only use two handed
passes, only use lob passes, only use flat hard passes.

Hot tip for Coaches
Make sure you pass to the head/ upper chest area of opposite
player or to the speciﬁed catching hand i.e. left or right.

Technical Aims

• To make the contest tougher and more interesting the player
who wins the ball could be required retain possession of it
for 5 seconds before shooting. The other player then gets to
pressure the shot or even turn over possession.
• A keeper could be added.
• If you do not have the means to set up this arrangement of
gates, sprint to and from markers on the bank. You could
even use trees along the riverbank for markers.

Hot tips for Coaches
Try to pair up players evenly in terms of ability.

Players dribble the ball from gate to gate passing the ball
through the hoop on their way. If players miss the hoop they
must fetch the ball and try again. The ball is passed to the
hands of the next team mate before they can go.

Technical aim
Improve dribbling and throwing accuracy.

Progressions
• Change the size and height of the hoops
• Add in a roll
• 360˚ turns
• Players could be restricted to paddling backwards
• Only use paddles to control the ball.

Hot tips for Coaches
• Patience is the key
• Concentrate on accuracy then speed
• If you don’t have any suspended hoops or goals, you could
always use life rings or an empty boat.
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Cross Stream

Mover
Polo

The Squeeze

Magic 8 Ball
3

3

2&4

1

Shoot for
goal over gate

1

3

4

“Rud tio odio nun et, veliquat,
veliquat, sumsan ulputpatue
Et, quam, sum dunt praeseq
uissit vel ulputet in exero con
ulput vel ute do”
James Harvey Cross Stream Canoe Coach

2&5

1

6
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Shoot for
goal over gate

Description

Description

Two players both paddle through the same central gate,
through their own gates at the opposite end and then back
through the ‘squeeze gate’ again. The winner is the ﬁrst player
to score a goal having completed the course. A player is
allowed to shoot after they have negotiated the ‘squeeze gate’
for the second time.

The player completes a basic ﬁgure of eight (ideally around
gates or poles). At the top and bottom of the course are feeders
who pass the ball to the player each time they approach the
goal at the centre. The player then shoots and continues with
the course.

Technical aim

Technical aim

Improves boat speed and control and speed out of turns.

Improves boat speed, shooting, catching and passing
of the feeders.

Progressions

Progressions

• Coach blows whistle, and player has to complete a 360
degree turn.

• This could be done simply as an exercise combining
paddling, catching and shooting or as a challenge where
the player tries to complete as many circuits as possible
in 3 minutes with time penalties for missed goals (or time
bonuses for goals scored against a keeper).

• Players can dribble the ball or receive it from a feeder having
completed the course.
• Can be made into a relay for two teams.
• You could even attempt a four-way contest with two more
players going from the other end and shooting into the
opposite goal!

Hot tip for Coaches
• Encourage paddlers to always hit the target i.e. the goal.

Hot tip for Coaches
• The turn is the key.
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Cross Stream

Mover
Freestyle

The Cross Stream Freestyle Challenge is
designed to incorporate the core elements
of Freestyle: rotation, balance, paddle
ability, posture, focus, timing and lower
body movement. These are all essential
skills in freestyle and to some extent, for
all paddling disciplines.
The more speciﬁc flatwater freestyle moves
require a certain amount of skill whilst a
specialist boat would make them a lot
easier to perform. Tailor your Challenges
depending on your group
and the boats they
are paddling.

Can Carve

Take the Plunge
3

2

4

3

5&7

6

3

4

Plunge 2 & 5

4&6

1

Squirt Session

5 Left Stern
Squirt

1

2 Right Stern
Squirt

1

6

Description

Description

Description

Using just one edge of the boat, paddle gates/buoys 1-3 on the
right edge, then on the way to gate 4 swap to the left edge.

When paddling between gates submerge the bow of the kayak
and continue paddling until the kayak is vertical or as elevated
as possible.

Use a moving stern squirt/pivot turn to sweep the back of the
boat underneath an object (e.g. pole touching the surface of
the water).

Technical Aim

Technical Aim

• To improve control of the trim of the boat.

• Increase edge control and improve rotation.

Progression

Progressions

• This exercise can also be done backwards burying the stern
of the boat.

• The stern squirt/pivot turn can be done in both directions
left and right at two points during the course.

• Use momentum and a sharp plunge to submerge the bow
rather than paddle strokes.

• Vary the depth of the object under which the boat must pass.

Technical aim
• To improve boat control and edge transitions.

Progressions
• When passing through the gates use just the forward
momentum and edging of the boat for direction
(no paddle strokes).
• When paddling between gates change edges rapidly.
• Start with the left edge and the swap to right edge en route
to gate 4.

Hot tips for coaches
• Try to use the lower body to edge the boat, rather than
leaning out to the side.
• Keep the paddler focused on maintaining directional control
with the edges of the boat.

Hot tip for Coaches
• Paddlers should submerge the boat by using lower body
control (pushing legs up/down) rather than throwing upper
body forward or back.

• Suspend an object on the course which must be touched by
the front of the boat.

Hot tips for coaches
Paddlers should submerge the boat by using lower body
control (pushing legs up/down) rather than throwing
upper body forward or back. Paddlers should lead the
squirt with their head allowing the rest of the body to follow
i.e. look ahead to future water.

LOW RES
IMAGE
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Cross Stream

Cross Stream

Wheel Away

Canoe Slalom is an open skill sport
where a wide variety of techniques
are adapted to a constantly changing
environment. A successful slalomist
must be technically, physically, tactically
and mentally prepared to respond to
whatever the challenge, from either
the water or the course design.

Triple Pivot

Why Cross Stream for Slalom?

Technical Aim

Mover
Freestyle
Back to Front
3

4

Cartwheel

Try it here 2 & 5

2

5

3

4

1

6

1

Description

Description

Cartwheel end over end through 1 or more gates without
touching the gates.

Moving ender - when forward paddling between gates use a
double pump to push the boat around 180 degrees through
a vertical end, ﬁnish paddling backwards.

Technical aim
To improve rotation, edge control and trim. Also to improve
paddle agility, use of push and pull strokes.

Progressions
• This exercise should be attempted on both sides, use one
gate for left hand cartwheels and another one for right hand
cartwheels.

Technical aim
To improve edge control, leaning and paddle agility
(push pull strokes).

Progression
• This can be done forwards and backwards. Do both at
different parts of the course.

• A cartwheel can be more than two consecutive ends.
Try making one gate a two end gate and the next a four
end gate…..etc.

• After completing the moving ender, complete the course
paddling backwards or until the transition to forward
paddling using another ender.

Hot tips for Coaches

Hot tips for Coaches

Paddlers will have to use solid edge control to complete this
manoeuvre. Make sure there is correct rotation starting with the
head looking to future water and the body follows.

The key to a moving ender is leaning the upper body, paddlers
will have to sustain a lean of about 90 degrees to the water to
achieve a vertical ender.

18
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Mover
Slalom

Most slalomists start out on flatwater, learning the basic
forward, backward, steering and turning strokes followed by
the key strokes and boat positions required to negotiate the
most common slalom gate sequences. Basically the Cross
Stream Challenge encompasses all the basic elements of
slalom training.
Cross Stream offers at a very early stage the advantage of
using some standard moves that can be re-set and returned
to (allowing the chance to assess improvement), a menu of
courses within a flexible structure, along with a variety of boat
choices to widen experience and maintain interest.
From a slalom point of view, Cross Stream can offer a serious
competitive challenge whether on flat or moving water and has
the potential to become part of short course entry level slaloms
at Division 4 and maybe also to revive the idea of an indoor
pool canoe slalom championships.

180º Pivot

180º Pivot
2

4

3

180º Pivot
6

1

Changing direction quickly with a 180 degree Pivot Turn

Progressions
• Try varying the approaches
• Only 3 reverse strokes allowed - Count strokes, see who can
do the least!
• See who can get bows the highest (raise far pole on turns
1 & 3 if nec)

Hot Tips for Coaches
Option 1 Reverse pivot/bow draw combination followed by
forward power on same side.
Slight offside lean to initiate turn then flat boat through rest of
the move.
Experiment with amount of water on stern deck but keep
control!
Reverse pivot may pass under the inside pole.
Option 2 Reverse pivot followd by forward sweep/power
stroke on opposite side; then by stern sweep on original side.
Quick transfer between strokes to control over-rotation
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Cross Stream

Mover
Slalom

Super Stagger

Spin Reverse
4

5

3&6

4

2

5

2
Reverse

1&7

2

Duel Sprint

6

Chicane
2

2

3

4

5

3

3

Spin

4

1

1

4

1

2

1

Technical Aim

Technical Aim

Technical Aim

Technical Aim

6 stagger challenge – keeping the boat moving through
off-set gates.

To develop the skills of a full spin and reverse paddling

Head-to-head sprint for individuals or teams

• Develop ‘S’ upstream gate techniques

Progressions

Progressions

Progressions

• Reverse paddling – no gates then add 2/3 gates

• Try a wide then tight approach
• Alternate key blades i.e. left on gate 1, right on gate 2
– then the opposite to’ feel difference’

Progressions
• Try slicing the blade through,

• Vary the approach to the gate

• Start with wide approach to gate 2 and short bow rudder/
reach through

• The reaching through.

• Spin with a single blade

• Progress to bow rudder /pivot and tighter line

• Try dropping the shoulder on and offside in a C1

• Spin by transfer sweep

• Run it backwards

• Boat through/paddle outside the gates

• Add a ball to hit with bows on 360 spin

• Run it without paddles

• Run the course in reverse

• No paddle test!

Hot Tips for Coaches

• Eyes closed!

• 2 run aggregate time trial
(Switching lanes)

• Identify set up ‘pocket’

Hot Tips for Coaches

• Feel appropriate pace – start slow and build up
• Control over-rotation

Spin
Flat boat
Early set up
Switch of head focus
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Hot Tips for Coaches
Reverse paddling
Look over one shoulder
Flat boat

• Slice through or double sweep?

Hot Tips for Coaches
Try to encourage:
• No entry sweep
• Early bow rudder

• Start slow and build.

• Tight on entry pole

• Feel the effect of wide or tight approach to gate 2.

• Fast stroke transfer
• Slow in – fast out

Effective longer strokes
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Cross Stream

Mover
Racing

These challenges have been designed
to develop the skills required to turn
straight running boats and to develop
Start line skills. As paddlers develop,
the ‘Turning Line’ will become more
and more reﬁned, with the aim of
keeping the boat running throughout
the turn.

About Turn

Canoe paddlers can navigate the courses by ‘switching’
initially, then develop their turning skills by paddling only on
one side or the other and using the paddle on the inside or
the outside of the turn.
Tandem canoe paddlers should negotiate the turns with
the boat turning towards the bow paddlers side and away
from on different circuits.
The turns used can be decided by the coach on a formal
basis, or the paddlers could be set challenges such as:
ﬁnding different ways of negotiating each turn; how many
ways can you ﬁnd of turning round a mark etc. They can
also experiment on the speed of different turns around a
mark or a circuit.

3 buoy turn
two boats

3 buoy turn
one boat

The shortboat paddler should make the manoeuvres with
as little loss of forward speed as possible, initially reverse
turning strokes may be used, then more positive forward
strokes. Specialist turning strokes, combined with leaning
and edging, and use of the feet on the footrest will help
develop the turning skills more.
The longer boat paddler will need to use the edges of
the boat more and plan the route around the buoys with
greater detail, use of rudders will assist the racing paddlers
and the addition of edging will help even more.

Nail the Turn

1 buoy turn
one boat

3 buoy turn
two boats

Figure of 8

1 buoy turn
two boats

1 buoy turn
two boats

Description

Technical Aims

Technical Aims

• Go round the gates rather than through, or use single poles
or markers.

Basic boat positioning around buoyed turns.

To negotiate tight turns and gaps.

Progression

Progressions

• Start with 3 buoy turn, moving onto single buoy where the
paddler has to ‘set up’ the turn without the help of the ﬁrst
two buoys.

• Start Slowly.

Technical Aim
• To improve turning ability.

Progressions
• Progressively make them harder and tighter.

• When lines are sorted out, introduce a second boat
and repeat with one boat staying on the outside all the
way round.

• Keep the boat going forwards with fewer turning strokes and
use edges and feet.

• Outside boat can cut to the inside at the ﬁrst buoy
and take shorter route on the inside.

Hot Tips for Coaches

Equipment

• Short boats: Try to keep the boat going forward and not
‘stall’ on the turns.

• Mooring buoys or single slalom poles would sufﬁce
for this exercise.

• Long boats: Use as much width as available before the turns
to ‘set the boat up’ Use edging as much as possible and
keep the boat moving.

Hot Tips for Coaches

• Start with simple turns.

• Build up speed.
• Make turns tighter as skills improve.
• Two or more paddlers ‘follow the leader’.

Hot Tip for Coaches
Get paddlers to commit to edges and plan ahead.

• Flatwater Kayak-forward paddling with gentle rudder
and slight edging to assist turn.
• WWR Boat/Flatwater Canoe - all edging and
forward paddling.
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• Practice both left and right turns.
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Cross Stream

Cross Stream

Shimmy Stars

Sideways Hit

Zig Zag out and back

Description

Description

Get them to paddle out a few metres to where white water
waves are rolling towards the shore. Place their kayak sideways
to the next wave and allow it to hit them on their side. As the
wave hits encourage them to lean forwards and ﬁrmly grip the
inside of their kayak with both knees trying to keep their body
balanced and the kayak level.

From the beach take 20 metre zig zags out through the white
water waves. Before they go beyond the white water waves
turn and Zig Zag back in. Encourage a good forward leaning
body position throughout and a ﬁrm grip of the inside of their
kayak with both legs.

Mover
Racing
Get Set

Mover
Surf

Technical aim

Technical aim

The aim is to stay upright as the wave hits without the kayak
rolling from side to side. This will be achieved if they are using
their core abdominal muscles to maintain control of their upper
body and both leg muscles to maintain an equally strong hold
of the inside of the kayak. If they get their balance perfect and
have a tight hold of the kayak they shouldn’t need any sort of
support stroke.

The aim is for them to be hit by approaching waves on both
sides of their kayak as they paddle out through the surf and
then for the white water waves to give them a little push on
the side as they paddle back in. The hits on the side as they
paddle-out will test their core stability as practised in the ﬁrst
drill. The sideways push they get in the paddle-in will make
them focus on how you hold the edge of the kayak in order
for it to skid sideways as the wave hits.

Technical Aim

Technical Aims

Progressions

Progressions

To negotiate a series of offset gaps at speed

Basic reversing into a gap for long racing boats

Take bigger sideways hits on the paddle-out.

Progressions

To help paddlers become familiar with reversing into a gap in
order to assist them getting onto a start line at a competition

Once they’ve tried this on one side try it on the other, then
keep repeating.

• Start Slowly, build up speed
• Work towards steering the boat with its edges rather than
strokes

Hot Tips for Coaches

• Run Course as a team line astern as close as possible

• Experiment with a variety of conditions, wind, flow and a
mass start

Hot Tips for Coaches

• Introduce a time limit to complete the Challenge
(1min/30secs)

• Try to straighten out the line as much as possible
• Position the boat for the gap after the one about to be
negotiated
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• Racing Kayak manoeuvring, remembering to turn the rudder
the opposite way when in reverse

Once they’ve got used to doing this with a small white water
wave try doing it in front of a bigger white water wave.
Who dares do this with their paddles held above their head?
With their paddles held in just one hand and then with no
paddles at all?
See if they can ﬁnd the most powerful place along the wave
to practice this technique.

Hot tips for Coaches
This technique is all about developing core stability, it is also
a good technique for stopping paddlers leaning towards
oncoming waves which will then knock them into an
unbalanced position. You may ﬁnd that paddlers ﬁnd the best
position is actually to lean slightly towards the beach

When a wave hits on the paddle-in, try to get the longest
sideways skid possible.

Hot tips for Coaches
The paddle-out phase simply reinforces the skills developed
in the ﬁrst drill where a good forward leaning body position
and tight grip of the kayak are the key elements. The paddle
-in phase will get the paddler to start playing with edging their
kayaks by lifting their beachward knee slightly higher than
their seaward knee, It’s important however that tension is kept
in both legs as the kayak will roll from side to side if one or
both legs are relaxed. The best edge for skidding is a very
shallow one.
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Cross Stream

Mover
Surf

Catching a wave
at an angle

Skidding out through
the Surf

Paddle Out Take Off

Description

Description

Paddle out to where white water waves are rolling towards the
shore and the paddler is comfortable with the size of the waves.
Get them to Pick a white water wave to catch, before it hits,
start to paddle at a 45 degree angle towards the shore.
The wave will pick them and immediately turn them sideways.
At this point see if they can slightly raise their beachward knee
and try to side skid all the way back to the shore.

As they paddle out over a white water wave turn the kayak
approximately 45 degree towards the oncoming wave. As the
wave hits, lift their seaward knee, showing the wave the hull and
sweep hard on the beachward side. Repeat until they either
come to end of the white water waves or the waves get too big.

Technical aim

The aim is to skid up and over the on-coming waves without
being pushed backwards as the wave hits. The trick is to time
the seaward knee raise and the sweep to perfectly match the
moment the on-coming wave hits the kayak.

Paddle towards a powerful looking white water wave. Before
it hits adjust the approach so that they are paddling towards
the wave at approximately 45 degrees. A second before the
wave hits get them to turn their upper body towards the shore.
As the wave hits, encourage them to pull their legs around to
face the shore, sweep on their seaward side and slightly raise
their beachward knee. If all of these components are executed
correctly with the right timing they should be spun around by
the wave and will be surﬁng it towards the shore.

The aim is to develop their wave catching technique by
paddling hard for the wave and to develop their edge
awareness for side skidding. Their body needs to stay in
a forward leaning position, which will give them good core
stability. Their legs need to maintain a tight grip on the inside
of the kayak whilst at the same time they experiment with how
much they need to raise their beachward knee in order for the
kayak to skid sideways towards the shore.

Progressions

Technical aim

Progressions
Get them to experiment with the angle they set the kayak as
they approach the on-coming wave.
Once they have mastered the technique on small white water
waves try it on a bigger whitewater wave.

Experiment with raising the beachward knee different amounts.

Try bouncing the nose of the kayak over the wave at the
same time.

Try raising the seaward knee to ﬁnd out what happens.

Hot tips for Coaches

Lean backwards and ﬁnd out what happens.

This technique will help paddlers to save a lot of energy when
paddling out through the surf. The paddler is trying to get their
kayak to skid up the on-coming wave which is why they need
to approach at an angle and to raise their seaward leg.
Body position moves around during this technique especially
if trying to bounce the kayak’s nose over the wave.

Try catching the white water wave straight towards the beach
and guessing which side it will turn.

Hot tips for Coaches
This technique insures that the paddler knows which side
their kayak will turn as they catch the wave. The paddler
should therefore be able to plan in advance which leg they
will need to raise in order for their kayak to skid towards the
beach. The longest skids will come from the smallest amount
of leg raise.
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Description

Technical aim
The aim is to be spun around by the on-coming wave without
loss of balance or snagging the edge of the kayak in the water.

Progressions
They can progress through this technique by ﬁrst practising the
sweep and beachward knee lift alone.
Next introduce the pre-body rotation and feeling of pulling the
legs around to face the shore as the wave hits.

Hot tips for Coaches
This technique is all about core stability and edge control but
introduces the powerful use of pre-rotation which is extremely
important in surﬁng’s top turns. Wave selection is very
important, bigger or more powerfully breaking waves are best.
Many parts of this technique can be practised on the beach as
dry land drills.

Where to go next, there’s
something for everyone!
Recreational Paddlesport www.bcu.org.uk
Freestyle kayaking www.ukfreestyle.com
Canoe Polo www.canoepolo.org.uk
Canoe Slalom www.canoeslalom.co.uk
Wild Water Racing www.wildwater.org.uk
Sprint Racing www.bcu.org.uk
Marathon www.bcu.org.uk
Surf www.bcusurf.org.uk
Sea Kayaking www.bcu.org.uk
Canoe Clubs www.bcu.org.uk
BCU Approved Centres www.bcu.org.uk

List of Contributors
The Cross Stream challenge steering group would like
to thank the following contributors for their knowledge,
support and enthusiasm to help develop this project.
Howard Blackman, Sue Hornby, Richard Ward, Matt Tidy,
Graham Campbell, Alan Edge, John Handyside,
Mark Delaney, John Macleod, Lara Tipper, Mark Hickman,
Ruth Holdway, Simon Hammond and Tom Baston

Further Reading
BCU Long term Paddler Development Pathway Booklet
BCU Canoe & Kayak Handbook
BCU Coaching Handbook
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For more details contact
British Canoe Union
18 Market Place
Bingham
Nottinghamshire
NG13 8QP
www.bcu.org.uk
Tel: 0845 3709500
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